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Product Review of Knowledge XChanger
By Scott Brown

Scott Brown 
View Author Biography

Introducing Comintelli’s Knowledge XChanger™ 6.3
Comintelli positions itself as a developer of ‘Enterprise Information Access’ software, 
with a focus on knowledge management (KM) and competitive intelligence (CI). The 
company offers Knowledge XChanger, a product that can help automate parts of the CI 
process, including:

 � Aggregating content from multiple sources

 � Classifying content using topic maps

 � Analysing trends and patterns

 � Searching full-text documents

 � Delivering content in various formats.

In a broader context, Knowledge XChanger is a knowledge management solution that 
has strong collaboration and competitive intelligence applications.

The current version 6 was released during the winter of 2009. Version 6.3 was released 
in September 2010. Version 7.0 is planned for release in Spring 2011.

Dedicated intelligence and analysis tools in Knowledge XChanger include: 

 � Matrix Analyzer: An easy-to-use, widget-based tool for visualising unstructured 
information in a matrix format. Users can quickly create ‘heat maps’ of information 
to identify ‘hot spots’ for competitive tracking more easily. 

 � Benchmarker: This is Knowledge XChanger’s ability to create side-by-side 
comparisons of company, product and country profiles on particular data fields.

Knowledge XChanger also features report generation capabilities, templates and alert 
services. 

“...Knowledge XChanger is a knowledge management solution that has strong 
collaboration and competitive intelligence applications.”
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Knowledge XChanger has an emphasis and strength in knowledge management over competitive intelligence, 
although features are specific to CI. This is not a bad thing. Organisations looking at a centralised KM tool would 
benefit from taking a look at Knowledge XChanger. 

“Knowledge XChanger has an emphasis and strength in knowledge 
management over competitive intelligence...”

Knowledge XChanger: VIP’s View

ü   Knowledge XChanger has integrated some very interesting 
social features that point the way to the future of knowledge 
management and competitive intelligence tools in the 
organisation. The ability to track buzz easily by user voting 
and comments, for example, provides a human, real-time 
element to the system that could be extremely valuable in 
tracking trends and weak signals. Users have the ability 
to comment on content items and flag items as strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities or threats.

ü   Further incorporating social features, Knowledge XChanger 
utilises ‘Knowledge Points’. Users are awarded points 
based on their activity level in Knowledge XChanger – how 
often they add items, tag items, comment, vote and read. 
Knowledge Points provides a way to track ‘buzz’ in the system 
and, just as importantly, to identify experts in the company in 
a ‘social’ way that may not have otherwise emerged.

ü   Knowledge XChanger provides a website monitoring module 
called an ‘Agents service’. All monitoring agents are routed 
through the Agent and are not traceable to the end user – 
useful especially for competitive purposes.

ü   Knowledge XChanger allows a lot of flexibility and autonomy 
in administrator functions and the ability to create and 
customise. For example, the administrator can create email 
feeds and taxonomies without the need for engaging 
Comintelli assistance. This could be a big time and headache 
saver – and is a feature that is not available in all CI solutions. 

ü   Because Knowledge XChanger automatically converts all 
content to a uniform format, most items in the system can be 
searched full-text as well as by title, topic, etc.

ü   Knowledge XChanger has administration roles split out by 
System Administrator (essentially a ‘super-user’) and View 
Manager (who manages content, access and layout for 

individual Views or portals). This has two advantages. 
Because the System Administrator is not responsible for 
managing the individual Views, he or she doesn’t have to 
manage so much content company-wide. Also, individual 
View Managers don’t have super-user control over the system, 
adding a level of access security. I believe this is overall a 
positive thing – although companies will have to recruit and 
train View Managers for each View. 

ü/û Comintelli have their own taxonomy experts involved 
in implementation projects, but can contract out for its 
taxonomy work and consulting outside of the software 
implementation. This could be a good thing, in that the 
company buying the software can potentially leverage 
outside expertise in this area. The downside could be 
fragmentation and frustration in implementation.

ü/û Knowledge XChanger has expertise directory capabilities, 
which may be a powerful tool, but extra work (and 
convincing) will be required to get users to fill out their 
profiles in the directory. However, if Knowledge XChanger’s 
Knowledge Points functionality works as described, the 
automatic ability to surface expertise in the company by a 
user’s activity would be a valuable asset.

û   Knowledge XChanger supports up to four levels of hierarchy 
in the system taxonomy. While this may be sufficient for 
many organisations, it may be a critical limiter for larger 
and more complex organisations, especially those tracking 
multiple topics or intellectual property areas. 

û  A minor drawback: while many of the social and visualisation 
features, such as the Matrix Analyzer, are very good, I’m 
looking forward to the next generation of visualisations and 
graphics in the product. Some of the in-system visualisation 
tools, such as the Benchmarker and the early warning tool, 
can be a bit cramped and hard to read on-screen.

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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History 

The company was founded in 1999 and is headquartered 
in Stockholm, Sweden, with global representation 
through its partner network. 

The company roots are within the fields of competitive 
and market intelligence. Many of the staff of Comintelli 
were initially in the CI function at Ericsson, the global 
telecommunications equipment company. Comintelli 
eventually spun off from the group at Ericsson. 

Comintelli is purely focused on software. The company 
does not provide CI consulting (although it does provide 
consulting around the software implementation), and 
doesn’t provide content or analysis services. 

Since the company focus is primarily on software, they 
work with consultant, reseller and content provider 
partners when implementing Knowledge XChanger.
Comintelli’s partners help with setting up taxonomies 
and integrating specific information sources. LexisNexis, 
Dialog, Dow Jones Factiva, Esmerk, Ovum and Frost 
& Sullivan are among the sources that integrate with 
Knowledge XChanger.

The first version of Knowledge XChanger was released in 
2001. 

Platforms and Customers
Comintelli has customers in 14 countries with the 
majority of customers in CI functions. Comintelli’s 
customer base is across multiple industries. Most 
Knowledge XChanger customers are larger multinational 
companies, but the company has also done smaller 
installations, down to a few dozen users. The smallest 
implementations are around 20 to 30 users, while the 
largest implementations are up to several thousand users. 
Knowledge XChanger is used in the telecom, energy, 
retail, healthcare, pulp & paper, pharmaceuticals and 
packaging industries.

70-80% of implementations are licensed and installed 
in-house, but the company also provides hosted 
solutions. 

Knowledge XChanger received the 2005 Competia 
award for Best-in-Class CI software. It also won the 
Basex Excellence Award in 2010 and was a finalist for the 
KMWorld KM Promise award in 2009 and 2010. 

Information Sourcing Tools
Knowledge XChanger draws content from a variety of 
sources:  

 � Email – Knowledge XChanger can capture emails 
sent to a specific email address (using POP3/IMAP). 
An advantage of Knowledge XChanger is that 
administrators can set up email address profiles 
without needing assistance from Comintelli. 
Comintelli CEO Jesper Martell indicates that this is 
becoming one of the most popular features.

 � LAN Import – users can set up a server path and 
Knowledge XChanger will go to that folder or drive 
and move or copy items from that folder/drive

 � FTP download sites

 � SharePoint

 � Microsoft documents (Word, Excel, Powerpoint, 
Access)

 � Intranet sources

 � PDF

 � News feeds

 � Market research

 � Reports

 � Websites – Knowledge XChanger can provide 
automatic keyword monitoring of any website

 � RSS feeds

 � XML-based feeds.

Knowledge XChanger’s ‘Content Retriever’ function 
enables automatic, scheduled retrieval of information and 
news from internal and external sources.

Website Monitoring
Knowledge XChanger provides a website monitoring 
module called an ‘Agents service’. All monitoring agents 
are routed through the Agent, and are not traceable to 
the end user – especially useful for competitive purposes. 

“Since the company focus is primarily on software, they work 
with consultant, reseller and content provider partners when 

implementing Knowledge XChanger.”

“Most Knowledge XChanger customers are larger multi-
national companies, but the company has also done smaller 
installations, down to a few dozen users.”

“Knowledge XChanger’s ‘Content Retriever’ function enables 
automatic, scheduled retrieval of information and news 
from internal and external sources.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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Agents are available in two versions: as a service 
monitoring keywords in Comintelli’s pre-defined 
collection of websites and/or as custom agents as 
requested by the customer. The pre-defined set of 
sources (over 30,000 websites and over 250,000 articles 
a day) is available through what Comintelli calls ‘the 
single largest news search engine worldwide - covering 
140 countries – up to 12 months history’. Sources cover 
a mix of international, national and local press as well as 
company websites, blogs, press release distributors, trade 
press, government and regulators’ websites. Websites are 
scanned 24 hours a day for new content. When there is a 
keyword match, the result is retrieved. 

Once it is retrieved, the website or item becomes an 
item in the Knowledge XChanger database, with a title, 
summary and a link to the original webpage. 

Customisable options can be created to monitor specific 
sites and pages – for example, a competitor product 
page. Keywords can be assigned to and search on specific 
sites. 

Users can also add individual items relatively easily into 
the system. Knowledge XChanger provides a typical 
content management interface for adding items (with 
the usual Word options). When adding an item, users can 
define access parameters and assign access groups at 
an item level. Users can also assign topics to their item 
when adding it. Knowledge XChanger will automatically 
suggest topics based upon words in the title of the item.

Comintelli refers to Knowledge XChanger as being 
‘content neutral’, in that the user defines what content 
should go into the portal. Additionally, information 
brought into the system is converted into a uniform 
XML-based format (attachments are kept in Knowledge 
XChanger in their native format.). As a result, all items in 
Knowledge XChanger have the same look and feel. 

Sample article in the Knowledge XChanger system. All items in Knowledge XChanger are formatted uniformly. 

“Comintelli refers to Knowledge XChanger as being ‘content 
neutral’, in that the user defines what content should 
go into the portal.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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All items in Knowledge XChanger can be commented upon. Statistics for each item such as number of hits or views are 
easily accessible. 

Classification Engine
As content comes into the system, the product’s Classification Engine automatically sorts it into topics and categories. 
The classification is done via two methodologies: 

 � Search Algorithm methodology: This methodology scans keywords and phrases in the content and determines to 
which topics the content should be assigned

 � Metadata methodology: If incoming content already has relevant metadata attached to it, it is also used for 
classification.

The classification of an article can be manually edited and refined by adding or removing topics. Comintelli claims that 
the Classification Engine can handle thousands of documents every minute.

Through these methodologies, the Classification Engine assigns content to the taxonomy in the Knowledge XChanger 
system. This taxonomy will vary from customer to customer. Comintelli has a standard taxonomy of countries to offer 
to customers; outside of that country taxonomy, customers still need to build and customise the taxonomy. Comintelli 
does indicate that the Classification Engine can import taxonomies. The taxonomy hierarchy can contain up to four 
levels. This may be sufficient for many organisations, but may be a limiting factor for more complex organisations, 
especially those tracking multiple topics or intellectual property areas.

Comintelli provides a mapping process to build the taxonomy (Comintelli typically refers to the finished taxonomy as 
a ‘topic map’). While Comintelli works with customers initially to set up the taxonomy, but once it is set up, admins can 
go in and add and change topics easily through the ‘Topic Management’ interface. 

Example of a portal ’View’ in Knowledge 
XChanger. This ComCar example is 

based on a fictitious car company. A 
chat feature can be seen in the centre 

and the topic map/taxonomy is shown 
at the bottom of the screen. All elements 
are based on widgets and can be added, 

moved or removed. 

“Comintelli claims that the Classification 
Engine can handle thousands of 

documents every minute.”

“The taxonomy hierarchy can contain 
up to four levels. This may be sufficient 

for many organisations, but may be 
a limiting factor for more complex 

organisations, especially those tracking 
multiple topics or intellectual

 property areas.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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Access and Interface 
To its credit, Comintelli not only provides screenshots 
(http://digbig.com/5bdfbh) of their interface, but also  
free webinars (http://www.comintelli.com/webinars) 
where you can check out the product. 

Knowledge XChanger offers the ability to create role-
based portals integrated into one interface. User groups 
or industry areas can be arranged into tabs at the top of 
the portal (called ‘Views’). Each View is customisable by 
colour themes and content so that each View can have 
a very different look. On each View, the content widgets 
are easily movable to create a custom interface. Users can 
have up to 20 widgets or topic areas on a View start page. 
Widgets can contain alerts, recommended reading, portal 
members and links. Typically, a View will have a topic map 
and search box at the top of the page. 

Each View can be set up with its own access and content 
parameters. Not only can news feeds be customised to 
the View but, by using the ‘View Manager’ function, each 
View can have its own taxonomy of topics, seen only by 
the members of that View. Additionally, the View Editor 
(the human manager of the View) can create a blog 
widget for the Start page and blog only for those who 
can access that View. Views can also have their own chat 
function and a shared calendar on the Start page. 

View Managers have the ability to approve incoming 
articles before they are published. 

Further personalisation features for users include: 

 � My Alerts: Users can be notified via mobile device, 
email, a start page widget or RSS about new items 
associated with a particular topic or a saved search

 � My Library: Users can save items to a personal work 
area; users can also create reports from My Library

 � My Saved Searches: Users can save frequently used 
search queries for repeat access

 � My RSS Reader: Automatically aggregates and 
displays RSS feeds to which an individual user 
subscribes, either from Knowledge XChanger or from 
other RSS feeds

 � My Start Page Settings: Users can set language 
preferences

 � My Most Visited Topics: Created based on user activity 
in the system

 � My Personal Profile: The user is able to add and edit 
contact and other information.

Example of tabs in a different portal view, allowing multiple Views from the same portal. In 
this example, there are tabs across the top for the Automotive, Banking and Environment 
topics, as well as a tab created specifically for an internal team (shown). 

“Not only can news feeds be customised to the View but, by 
using the ‘View Manager’ function, each View can have its 
own taxonomy of topics, seen only by the members of that 
View.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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Through the portal, every user can easily submit their 
own information, either via a web-based interface or 
email; find information by using the topic map or search; 
personalise their page and email alerts; and share 
information by commenting, voting, flagging or chatting. 
The portal view also integrates the commonly-seen ‘Share’ 
feature that allows users to share via a variety of social 
means (such as Facebook, Twitter and Digg). 

System Administration, Access Rights and Security
There are seven default levels of roles and associated 
access rights within Knowledge XChanger, providing 
strong access control features within the system. The 
System Administrator, as a ‘super-user’, is able to set up 
new Views, appoint View Managers (as described above), 
define View access, manage content in the View, define 
the View topics/taxonomy, set up View channels/alerts 
and manage the Start page layouts and themes. The 
System Administrator can set up an unlimited number of 
Views.

The System Administrator has the ability to assign each 
user a role and an access group (or groups) that define 
what the user is allowed to do. In addition, the System 
Administrator manages all users, topics, roles, access 
groups, views and content retrieval functions.

New users can be created either by self-registration 
by the user or by the System Administrator. Automatic 
registration via Single Sign-On is also possible to set up.

The System Administrator can also create targeted user 
lists, send messages to users, set up alerts for other users, 
and manage users and items in batches. 

As mentioned earlier, users submitting an item to the 
Knowledge XChanger system can select which access 
groups are able to read the item. Access groups are set 
by the administrator via the Group Management module, 
and can be set up by department, project or communities 
of practice. There is no limit to the number of access 
groups allowed in Knowledge XChanger.

Knowledge XChanger also has a form of version control. 
Changes to items are tracked and traceable to the user 
making the changes. All published versions of an item are 
stored.

Languages
Knowledge XChanger supports multiple languages using 
the Unicode character set. Languages fully supported in 
Knowledge XChanger include: 

 � Danish

 � Dutch

 � Finnish

 � French

 � German

 � Italian

 � Norwegian

 � Spanish

 � Portuguese

 � Russian

 � Swedish

 � Chinese

 � Japanese

 � Korean

 � Czech

 � Greek

 � Thai.

Knowledge XChanger search supports documents in any 
language. If the document is in a language not supported 
(such as Arabic), it can still index the content, but 
stemming is not available.

Content and Functionality
Search
As mentioned previously, the content from internal 
and external sources is automatically categorised and 
incorporated into a topic map. Content can be found 
through the topic maps, topic browse or through search. 

“Through the portal, every user can easily submit their own 
information, either via a web-based interface or email...”

“Access groups are set by the administrator via the Group 
Management module, and can be set up by department, 

project or communities of practice. There is no limit to the 
number of access groups allowed in Knowledge XChanger.”

“Knowledge XChanger search supports documents in any 
language. If the document is in a language not supported 
(such as Arabic), it can still index the content, but stemming 
is not available.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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The system’s Free Text Searching feature is based on an 
embedded version of the Open Source search engine 
Apache Solr. Solr can search any text-based content, 
including attached files in common formats. Because all 
incoming content is formatted uniformly, this allows the 
Solr search to effectively search all items full-text. 

A basic search box is typically available on all Start pages. 
The advanced search function allows limiting to types 
of content (files, articles, etc.) and date, as well as the 
ability to select one or more topics. The search engine 
does support Boolean logic (referred to by Knowledge 
XChanger as ‘Query Language’). Search results can also be 
limited to comments. 

People Finder
The People Finder module acts as an expertise directory 
that makes it possible to locate people with expertise in 
specific topics and competence areas. 

There are four ways to identify and find expertise in 
Knowledge XChanger:

 � By Topic: User profiles can be tagged using the 
taxonomy within Knowledge XChanger (similar to 
tagging content items)

 � By Topic Activity: If a user participates a lot in certain 
topics, the Knowledge Points function will surface 
that person as an expert in those topics. For example, 
if a user reads, publishes or comments on items in a 
particular topic area, that user gets awarded ‘points’ 
in the system, raising their profile as an expert in that 
topic. The user profile will also show user activity, 
articles published, and topics associated with that 
user, based on their activity.

 � By Contact Details: User profiles are searchable by 
field search (first name, last name and email).

 � By Free Text Search: Search results may also list users 
matching the search terms.

A user profile contains:

 y Contact information

 y Competence profile 
(Knowledge Points and 
topic expertise)

 y Background and interests

 y Additional files and links 

 y Articles published within 
the system by the user.

People Finder can also be 
integrated with company 
employee directories via an 
LDAP interface.

A listing of users, showing their Knowledge 
Points. The more Knowledge Points a user 
has, the more expertise that person is 
assigned. 

An example user profile, with areas of 
topic expertise associated with that user.

“The People Finder module acts as an expertise 
directory that makes it possible to locate 

people with expertise in specific topics and 
competence areas.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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Analysis
The Analyst toolbox provides the ability to create reports and graphical views quickly and easily. The number of 
published items by topic – or by multiple topics – over a selected period of time can be graphed to track ‘buzz’ on a 
topic. Additionally, users can graph Knowledge XChanger activity (hits, comments, flags) to track internal buzz on a 
particular topic. 

Some examples of specific tools: 

 � Benchmarker: Knowledge XChanger has the ability to create quick side-by-side comparisons of one or more 
company or product profiles. Any number of profile components can be selected to create a comparison

 � Analysis Profiles: Knowledge XChanger provides in-system templates for five CI analysis methods: PEST Analysis, 
PARTS Model, Value Net Analysis, Porter Five Forces Analysis and SWOT Analysis. Customised profiles can be added 
to the system as well

 � Matrix Analyzer: The Matrix Analyzer is an interesting and powerful visualisation tool that provides graphic 
results in a matrix format. By selecting scope (number of companies to include), topic (topics from the taxonomy 
– such as sales, market, etc.) and date, the system will fill out a ‘heat map’ of items about each piece of the matrix. 
The matrix can then be saved and updated on a regular basis. 

Sample benchmark comparison of two cars. Users are able to compare multiple factors in one benchmark.

Matrix example, showing automotive company, country, and limited to items from November 2009. The ’heat map’ shows 
number of items/mentions/comments for each company and country. In this example, Citroen in Germany had a lot of buzz 
in November 2009. Users can click on any of the cells in this matrix to drill down to the items associated with it. 

“...users can graph Knowledge XChanger activity 
(hits, comments, flags) to track internal buzz on a 
particular topic.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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The Matrix Analyzer is very easy to use. It’s a powerful visualisation tool and the graphical interface and relative ease 
of use is amazing to see in action. In literally just a few clicks, you can create a matrix. 

The interface for building a Matrix. Just by clicking on topics, and drawing from the system taxonomy, users can quickly 
create a new Matrix, or update an existing one. 

One of the useful social features of Knowledge XChanger analysis tools is its early warning feature. This functionality 
draws on the ability for users to flag items as ‘opportunities’, ‘threats’ or other types of competitive flags. Knowledge 
XChanger is able to aggregate these votes and items to provide a picture of how internal users are identifying 
opportunities and threats. (More on flags below.)

Example of Knowledge XChanger’s early warning feature. This pulls together user flags of items in the system to provide an 
overview of perceived strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

“The Matrix Analyzer is very easy to use. 
It’s a powerful visualisation tool and the 
graphical interface and relative ease of 
use is amazing to see in action.”

VIP Report: Product Review of Knowledge XChanger  |  January 2011
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Workflow and Collaboration Features
Again, one of Knowledge XChanger’s strengths is as a 
knowledge management system, and its collaboration 
and social features are quite good. Once content is added 
into the system, either automatically or manually, users 
have several options for managing and sharing their 
content items:

 � Email

 � Print

 � Export to PDF

 � Display the topics and metadata associated with an 
item 

 � Save to My Library 

 � Vote on items

 � Add comments and feedback to items

 � Flag items (as a strength, opportunity, weakness or 
threat).

In my opinion, the variety of sharing features helps 
distinguish Knowledge XChanger from some of its 
competitors. The last three features—voting, comments 
and flags—highlight the social aspects of Knowledge 
XChanger. In particular, the flag feature allows users 
assigned to Editor and Analyst roles to assign colour-
coded flags to items. This allows analysts to provide 
insights into the information that can be shared with 
other users and aggregated as described earlier to 
identify internal thinking on strengths, opportunities, 
weaknesses and threats. Additionally, the definition 
and colour of the flags are customisable. The System 
Administrator can assign and use up to 10 different flags 
in the system.

Additional collaboration module features include a built-
in chat utility and a calendar utility. Both of these features 
can be configured to be accessible only to certain users 
and groups. 

Usage Tracker
Usage Tracker is Knowledge XChanger’s metrics module. 
While the Usage Tracker keeps track of a lot of the metrics 
you’d expect – most downloaded files, most read items, 
most active topics – Knowledge XChanger also allows 
tracking of some unique usage statistics and social 
measures, such as: 

 � Items most saved to My Library

 � Most emailed articles

 � Most subscribed-to email alerts

 � Topics with no articles

 � Most used and least used topics 

 � Activity per topic.

Knowledge Points are part of the Usage Tracker module. 
Users are awarded points based on their activity level in 
Knowledge XChanger– how often they add items, tag 
items, comment, vote and read. Different activities will 
render different number of points – and administrators 
can customise how points are awarded by activity. As 
mentioned earlier, Knowledge Points are also assigned 
to users in the People Finder module to identify topic 
experts and active users within the company.

On the administration side, Knowledge XChanger 
provides usage statistics and log files to help understand 
usage and traffic in the system. Number of logins, visitors, 
articles posted per user, usage of personal profiles, 
number of emails sent via the system and other activities 
can all be monitored by the System Administrator. 

Delivery, Printing, Downloading and 
Exporting 
In addition to the analysis tools and templates mentioned 
above, any items within Knowledge XChanger can be 
exported to various formats (RSS feed, PDF, Microsoft 
Word, Excel), as well as compiled into reports. Users can 
select items they want to include in a report directly from 
search result lists, or from their My Library folder. Report 
items can be formatted in short, standard or ‘complete’ 
formats. 

Users can create reports using several elements. They 
can automatically generate a table of contents, add an 
introduction, arrange the content items and adjust item 
length. Users can also choose layout elements such as 
themes and banners. 

“In my opinion, the variety of sharing features helps 
distinguish Knowledge XChanger from some

 of its competitors.”

“Users are awarded points based on their activity level 
in Knowledge XChanger– how often they add items, tag 

items, comment, vote and read. Different activities will 
render different number of points – and administrators can 

customise how points are awarded by activity.”
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Preview of a report. This was created in under a minute. 

Technical Details
Knowledge XChanger is based on open standards such 
as SQL, XML and Java. It runs on the Microsoft Windows 
operating system, Microsoft SQL Server database and 
Adobe ColdFusion application server. For companies 
using the Software-as-a-Service offering, users only 
need a standard web browser, such as Google Chrome, 
Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. (Comintelli 
indicates that any Chrome or Firefox browser will work, 
although customers can ensure a good browsing 
experience by using Google Chrome 5.0, Mozilla Firefox 
3.0 or Internet Explorer 7 or higher.)

Technical Specifications
Minimum system requirements:

 � Server Operating System: Windows Server 2003 32bit 
Standard Edition

 � Server Database: Microsoft SQL Server 2005 32bit 
Express Edition

 � Application Platform: Adobe ColdFusion 9 32bit 
Standard Edition

 � Server Hardware: Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processor, 
4GB RAM, 70GB HD.

 � Client Browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 

 � Interface Support: XML, RSS, HTTP, FTP, LDAP, SOAP, 
Java, J2EE, .NET

 � E-mail Support: POP3, IMAP

 � Language Support: Unicode

 � Single Sign On: Yes, via Microsoft Windows Server

Comintelli also provides recommended system 
requirements: 

 � Server Operating System: Windows Server 2008 64bit 
Standard Edition

 � Server Database: Microsoft SQL Server 2008 64bit 
Standard Edition

 � Application Platform: Adobe ColdFusion 9 64bit 
Enterprise Edition

 � Server Hardware: Dual Quad-Core Intel® Xeon® 
processor 5300 series, 12GB RAM, 300 GB HD.

 � Client Browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 8, Google 
Chrome, Mozilla Firefox.

Users may also choose from pre-defined templates for a product or company report. A standard report template 
can be created by an analyst, and then dynamically updated with new items and content. 

Reports can then be exported to Microsoft Word, Excel or PDF formats, or exported as an item in the system 
(which can then, consequently, be tagged, commented and rated). 

“Knowledge XChanger is based on open standards such as 
SQL, XML and Java.”
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Knowledge XChanger can integrate with other systems, 
such as Microsoft SharePoint, which is the most common 
integration project. Comintelli is able to provide a 
white paper on SharePoint integration upon request. 
Knowledge XChanger uses open standards, such as XML, 
RSS, HTTP, FTP, LDAP, SOAP, Java, J2EE, .NET and CORBA, 
which makes it possible to integrate with many platforms. 
It also supports Unicode UTF8 characters, which cover 
most languages.

Security
Security can be set at different levels, depending on the 
level of confidentiality and access needed. 

Comintelli is able to meet most internal customer IT 
security specifications. According to Comintelli literature, 
Knowledge XChanger has been tested for security 
vulnerabilities using Hewlett Packard Application Security 
solutions. 

Implementation, Help and User Support 
At a high level, a typical Comintelli implementation has 
six stages:

 � Mapping: A Mapping project normally includes a 
review and analysis of information needs, content 
and sources, taxonomy and topics, roles and 
responsibilities, and IT environment

 � Technical installation: This phase includes a server 
check, Knowledge XChanger software installation, 
content setup, security settings, customisations, 
integration with other systems (such as an LDAP 
system), and testing 

 � Comintelli Academy: This service provides 
introductory and in-depth training on Knowledge 
XChanger functionality and setup. This can be 
provided either in-person or via webinar

 � Managed hosting: If a customer opts to host 
Knowledge XChanger with Comintelli, this step 
includes setting up access to hardware, availability 
and security parameters for the hosted solution

 � Agents: Agents are set up and/or customised

 � Maintenance and support.

A typical implementation timeline is six to 10 weeks, 
depending on customer requirements. 

For maintenance and support, the System Administrator 
has access to Comintelli’s Support Centre via phone and 
email. New versions of Knowledge XChanger are normally 
released about every 12-18 months. The implementation 
services for upgrades follow a standard testing and 
system acceptance process. As with a typical upgrade, 

the new software will normally be installed in a test 
environment before implementation in the customer’s 
live IT environment. 

Lastly, Knowledge XChanger users become part of the 
Knowledge XChanger User Community, which is open 
to all users for questions, interactions and sharing of 
knowledge. 

Pricing
All of the modules discussed in this report are included 
in Knowledge XChanger pricing. The customer has the 
option to turn modules on and off, either system-wide, 
or for different roles, depending on customer needs and 
requirements. 

As mentioned previously, Comintelli offers Knowledge 
XChanger via two models: the software can be licensed 
and installed in-house, or Comintelli can provide 
Knowledge XChanger as a hosted solution. Pricing 
depends on number of users and licence period. Entry 
level pricing starts at about US $25,000 - $30,000 per year. 
More detailed pricing is available from the vendor on 
request.

Closing Remarks
Comintelli’s Knowledge XChanger product has 
particular strengths in its social features, its reporting 
and visualisation capabilities, and in its ability to act 
not only as a competitive intelligence tool, but as a 
cross-organisational knowledge management system. 
Organisations looking for a solution to capture and 
manage internal information and insight, as well as to 
encourage cross-organisational collaboration using a 
secure knowledge management tool, would do well to 
investigate Knowledge XChanger. During the course of 
this review, I found Comintelli CEO Jesper Martell to be 
very accessible, helpful and open about his company and 
about Knowledge XChanger – which is an added plus to 
any product implementation. 

Contact Details
Jesper Martell, CEO 
jesper.martell@comintelli.com
Christian Bjersér, SVP Sales 
christian.bjerser@comintelli.com
Comintelli, Kista Science Tower,  
16451 Stockholm, Sweden.
Tel: +46-8-663 76 00
Web: www.comintelli.com
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The following products reviewed by VIP may provide comparable coverage:

If your VIP subscription covers the issue in which the product was reviewed, you can log in to your 
FreePint Master Account to access the issue, or contact support@freepint.com for assistance.

Content was accurate as of the date of publication (listed).

Digimind 7
Review published October 2009: http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/report/1504

ü     Bringing all competitive information sources together,     
 including internal as well as external sources, enables a   
 complete picture of all relevant developments to be seen and  
 understood.

ü     Very simple to use, largely intuitive, flexible interface.

ü     Advanced search is simple and effective.

ü     The ability to validate new content with qualitative   
 comments, attach related files from within the organisation,  
 and put these validated new items into project folders really  
 aids an effective formation of competitive intelligence.

ü     Graphical portlets are simple but very effective ways of   
 presenting complex results.

ü     Clear, readable newsletters and reports generated by a few  
 clicks and a few additional details being added.    

û      Searches retrieve content where specified text may appear   
 anywhere on the page – often unrelated to the substance   
 of the page, for example in marginal text – so providing 
 misleading results. 

û      Inconsistent appearance between some templates may 
 confuse the occasional user who is not fully familiar with 
 all aspects of the service.

û      By default, portlets appear only within columns rather 
 than being able to expand across more than one column. 
 This constrains the full impact of graphical portlets. Users 
 have to double-click the title to expand them.

û      Digimind 7 is relatively intuitive, though its many    
 functions and components require considerable learning 
 and familiarisation.

The claim by Digimind is that unlike other products which only provide categorised search results, Digimind 7 goes 
that one step further by surfacing results which answer the ‘so what?’ It claims to do this through a combination of 
ad hoc searching, automated focused monitoring (ie saved search agents), and graphical tools to display retrieved 
information in visually more meaningful ways.

Perhaps one key distinguishing feature of Digimind 7 is that, unlike many general Internet search and monitor 
services, users can incorporate their own internal project files, field data and annotated information within Digimind 
7 results. And adding to the idea that competitive intelligence is only as good as the analysis and understanding 
of the information which supports it, Digimind 7 enables customised newsletters to be generated and delivered to 
nominated colleagues.

Other Products

http://web.freepint.com/
mailto:support@freepint.com
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Cipher System’s Knowledge.Works
Review published December 2010: http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/report/1743

ü   Affordable pay-as-you go option

ü   From the perspective of the CI cycle, Knowledge.Works’ 
          core strengths are in the processes of information gathering, 
          organisation and dissemination. 

ü   Based upon demonstrations from Knowledge.Works, the 
          software provides an impressive array of functionality and 
          customisation. Especially with the increasing amount 
          of available internal and external information, Knowledge.
          Works can help users manage their information collection 
          and dissemination more effectively. 

ü   Knowledge.Works’ particular strengths, combined in one 
          solution, are: 

 � Automatic indexing, categorisation and summarisation 
of internal and external information in a single 
relational database structure

 � The ability to search internal and external content from 
a single interface

 � Automating many parts of the process of gathering, 
organising, editing, summarising and distributing 
information

 � Automating the ability to create reports quickly.

ü   Knowledge.Works has features that help the CI professional 
         add his or her own perspective, analysis and structure into 
         the information mix. CI professionals can add commentary to 
         individual items, newsletters and projects.

ü   The product offers the ability to set up central repositories          
         for gathering event information (utilising the Conference 
         Management module), and the ability to create and manage 
         CI projects by utilising Knowledge.Works’ KIT Wizard. 

ü   Knowledge.Works is highly configurable, making it a strong 
         choice for those organisations that require customisation of a 
         CI software product to a variety of users and uses. 

ü/û Cipher works closely with the organisation to create a 
         customised solution. This may be a positive or a negative for 
         an organisation depending upon its perspective and timeline. 
         On the positive side, a highly customised solution could  
         create an excellent fit for an organisation. On the negative 
         side, working with Cipher to create that solution, and having 
         the creativity to come up with so many custom looks, may 
         be taxing for an organisation that is short on time and 
         dedicated staff.  

û   Users create and provide their own keyword index to Cipher 
         for categorisation. While this allows the organisation the 
         ability to customise the taxonomy, this also puts the onus on 
         the organisation to create the taxonomy – or to contract out 
         to create one.

û   While the system automatically creates summaries of all 
         items submitted, users and administrators should review 
        those summaries for clarity and relevance. When evaluating 
        the product, be sure to take into consideration time and effort 
        needed for summary review.

Log in to your FreePint Master Account to access 
past reports covered by your subscription:

Visit http://web.freepint.com/ to log in, and select ‘Publishing Module’. 

Email support@freepint.com if you need assistance.

Non-subscribers can purchase back issues using the links above.

If your subscription does not cover a report you need, you can 
purchase it at special subscriber rates. 

Contact support@freepint.com for further information or assistance.
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Find additional information and insight relating to this product 
through the following FreePint Family resources:

VIP  http://www.vivaVIP.com/

�	 Press releases from this company can be found on the VIP Wire:   
http://web.vivavip.com/forum/Wire/   

�	 Editorial commentary covering this company can be found at the VIP LiveWire:  
http://web.vivavip.com/forum/LiveWire/ 

Subscribe to receive the VIP Wires Weekly, a free update of the latest commentary from 
our editors, plus current press release headlines.

Find additional product reviews in back issues of VIP Magazine or in VIP Reports by 
visiting http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/vip/

Web Resources

http://www.vivavip.com/order/desktop/
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Upgrade to a VIP Subscription
If you make, support or advise on content purchase decisions, or if you do business in the content and information 
arena, credit your report purchase towards a VIP Magazine subscription.

You get VIP Magazine (PDF) every month, with feature stories, industry commentary and highlights from our product 
reviews, plus two or more in-depth product reports to add to your collection. VIP also regularly conducts User Surveys 
to gather benchmarking data about what premium content users are using – or not – to meet their organisation’s 
needs.

To upgrade to a subscription, please complete the form below and return it:

Fax: UK: 01784 605555 (International: +44 1784 605555)
Or simply email your request to: support@vivavip.com

Scott Brown is owner of Social Information Group, an independent consulting and information practice focused on 
the effective use of social networking tools for sharing and finding information. He has worked with Fortune 500 
companies, government and non-profit organisations, and individuals to help them understand and effectively use 
these tools. He has a library degree from San Jose State University, and holds a Masters in Counselling from Regis 
University in Colorado. You can reach him on scott@socialinformationgroup.com and follow him on Twitter 
@scbrown5 or @socialinfo.
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Jinfo offers searchable databases of current 
information-related vacancies and upcoming 
events - conferences, workshops, webinars, etc. 
Free to search; cost-effective to advertise 
vacancies and events.
http://www.jinfo.com/

Our editors help you find high quality, free PDF 
reports on the web, published by government 
agencies, universities, think tanks and other 
public interest groups.
http://www.docuticker.com/

For high quality free web-based resources to help 
you find information, turn to the editorial team at 
ResourceShelf. Updated daily - it’s free!
http://www.resourceshelf.com/
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and guidance.
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and Share Information at work.
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